
www.MissionInsite.com   Scoll over “client center” in upper right of screen. Click on “login” 
and enter the username and password you created for your account.
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Use default selection of “Next Generation PeopleView” and click the “Go” button.

The following will first demonstrate how to create reports for study areas not utilizing 
“radius” to choose the study area.

Radius is more simple, but less helpful, especially in some geographical areas. It will be 
demonstrated at the end of this file.
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The first step is to create a study area. For anything other than Radius or drawing a specific 
polygon area, click on the X to the right of “What Would You Like to Do?”
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Click on “Shapes.”
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To the right of the screen, “Travel Polygons” is now the first option available. To create a 
study area which reflects drive time to a particular address, you utilize this option.

After each step you will enter information and click “Next.”

Enter Address of church building, then click next. Then enter Drive Time in minutes (5 
minutes is a good amount to see the church’s “neighbors.” If an open country church, 10 
minutes may be better.)

After entering drive time, the next Option to choose is “Draw.” After a few moments the 
study area will be chosen.
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Click “Demographics.”
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Toward the right of the screen, pull down the menu to choose which “predefined report” 
you wish to generate. Once you choose the report you want, click “Generate Report.”

If you desire more than one report, once you have saved the first report just repeat this 
step.

The best report to present to most leaders is “ExecutiveInsite.” It provides key data 
information and also some interpretation.

QuickInsite provides basic demographic information without as much interpretation. 
FullInsite provides much information and is overwhelming to most people.

MinistryInsite (and Priorities) outline ministry ideas to which the community might 
respond.

ReligiousInsite (and Priorities) gives information about how the community views various 
topics of faith and belief.
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